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Board of Director’s Management Report for the fiscal year 2006 

 

Towards the annual Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting 

 

Dear Shareholders, 

 

The following Management Report of the Board of Directors (hereinafter “Report”) 

regarding the Fiscal year 2006 (1.1.2006-31.12.2006) was drawn up  in accordance with 

the international Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), adopted in Greece from 

1.1.2005. 

 

This Report includes in a brief way, all the material specific items-chapters , which  are 

necessary for the better understanding of the activity and the financial results of the 

company under the trade name “STELIOS KANAKIS ANONYMOUS INDUSTRIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL COMPANY OF RAW MATERIALS FOR PASTRY, BAKERY & 
ICE-CREAM”, and the distinctive title “STELIOS KANAKIS SA” (hereinafter called for 

brevity reasons the “Company” or “KANAKIS”) for the fiscal year 2006 and the prospects 

and objectives of the company for the current  year 2007. 

 

The Board of Directors’ Management Report was compiled according to the terms and 

the conditions of article 136 of C.L 2190/1920 and given, that the company does not 

compile consolidated financial statement, its main and primary reference point is the 

company’s financial information. 

 

Finally, it is noted that  a specific paragraph, concluding the present management report, 

includes the explanatory report, stipulated by article 11a of L. 3371/2005, which includes 

information on all the issues, mentioned in paragraph 1 of the aforementioned article.   
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1. Review of the Company’s main events during  2006  
 
1.1. New activities  
  The Company researches systematically and methodically, on the basis of its proven 

experience, the international market with a view to seeking new partnerships and the 

strengthening of the variety of the represented products by the Company. . Within the 

aforementioned context and  during the year 2006 the Company continued to expand 

and enrich the range of its products through existing and new partnerships.  

In particular the Company launched 30 new product codes within the year 2006. 

Emphasis was given to the enrichment of bakery products through existing suppliers that 

the Company already represents, namely KOMPLET ABEL & SCHAEFER and 

RIETMANN with products such as Ciabatta, Maitre Jean, Kraftbread, Optimax. Within 

the same context the Company initiated the commencement  of its partnership with the 

German enterprise Sudhannoversche Muhlenwerke,  from which the Company launched 

and introduces two types of flour,  which is forwarded to the bakery clients of the 

Company  . Also, new flavors for Spring / Summer 2006 for ice cream and variegkato 

were launched by Fabbri Italy  such as lemon-basil, pistachio Bronte, caramel fig and 

light ice creams. Furthermore 2 new butter milk for confectionary use were launched 

from BEURALIA and the ELLE & VIRE in France, which enriched the range of butters.  

Finally the company launched  new forms of confectionary mixes from the companies 

KOMPLETT and BAKELS and many decorative materials from the companies SMET 

and SUEDZUCKER.  The company offers in this way to all professionals a wide range of 

raw materials for the production of high quality final  products. 

 

New Collaboration Agreements  
 

During the financial year 2006, the company has concluded a new Agreement of 

exclusively collaboration with the RIETMANN limited liability company regarding the 

geographical areas of Greece, Cyprus, FYROM, Kossobo, Albania and Bulgaria with a 

six years duration .  This company, which has its registered office in Germany,  
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is well-known for its products in Bakery products and through the above collaboration the 

company expects a significant raise in its turnover .   

Finally, it has to be noted that the company has penetrated in the area of Northern 

Greece through the modern distribution and storage center in VIPE of Sindos, which is a 

construction’s working model and it is expected to actively contribute to the promotion of 

the corporate activities during the current year  2007.  

 

 

1.2. Growth of existing activities 
 

The Company in cooperation with its exclusive agent in Cyprus participated in the 

international Exhibition,for Food, Beverage , Bakery , Pastry and ice-cream products  

and equipment “Gastronomy - Gastrognosia”, which took place in February 2006 in 

Nicosia Cyprus. The Exhibition was very successful and many professional were present 

in the exhibition,  in order to be promptly informed about the new ideas , the products 

and the services of the sector. 

Furthermore during the fiscal year 2006 the company advanced in the extension of the 

already existing collaborations with the objective of penetration to the new geographical 

markets, which present a significant margin of growth, as Skopia, Kosovo, Albania and 

Bulgaria. A thorough research was carried out in the market of Bulgaria in November 

2006, and the results of the above research are visible. In particular the company 

realizes the significant role, that is expected from these markets to play in the growth of 

its activity but also the prospects of markets due to the early growth stage , to which they 

are at present and therefore the Company , systematically extends , in respect of the 

geographical areas (Territories) all the relative Agreements with its partners from abroad 

so that these Agreements cover these geographical areas as well.  

Within this direction the Company participated in the Exhibition “ARTOZYMA”, which 

took place in THESSALONIKI in March 2006 . At thius particular exhibition the 

company’s presence  was very  successful and created a very good impression to the  
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professional confectioners of the sector in Greece and the  neighbouring Balkan 

countries, who visited the Exhibition.  

Furthermore the company , with a group of 7 persons participated in October 2006 in the 

international Bakery Exhibition IBA in Munich. At this exhibition many of the Company’s 

suppliers participated as well , with their own stands .  It is noted, that this Exhibition was 

visited by many Greek confectioners and bakers. 

Finally it is noted, that the company continues its successful collaboration with the 

French  academy of international reputation n Gastronomy  undr the name “ECOLE 

LENOTRE” and has upon agreed the extension of its collaboration in THESSALONIKI, 

where the relevant seminars will be carried out in the THESSALONIKI center of 

Gastronomy.  

 

 

1.3. International Activity  
 

In addition to the above mentioned collaborations and the extension of the company’s 

activity in new geographical markets as Skopia and  Kosovo , the Company in the 

context of its international orientation, during the 2006 collaborated with leading chefs of 

Pastry , Bakery and Ice-Cream products coming from abroad (France, Germany, 

Belgium, Italy) for making a number of seminars and demonstrations in Athens Center of 

Gastronomy for the training and further qualification of the professionals in the sector .  

 

 

1.4. Macroeconomic environment- parameters  affecting the economic unit both 
in Greece and abroad 

 

The sector of wholesale trade of sugar, chocolate and pastry products is included in  the 

wider sector of Food Products , which is one of the most dynamic and profitable in Greek 

industry. The participation of the Food Sector in the Gross Value of Production ascends 

to  21%. The development of the sector is due largely to the inclination of the  

consumers to the purchase of processed products, foods,beverage and pastry products, 

a trend that is not expected to drop off in the near future.  
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The domestic consumption of pastry  products has been steadily growing  over the last 

few years , while the per person  consumption continues to be at low levels compared 

with figures in other European countries, and for this reason the sector presents high 

growth margins. Demand for raw materials for pastry products is related to the demand 

for the final product by the consumers. 

During the last years a tendency for consumers to prefer sweets and high quality 

products is presented and acknowledged , which is  opposed to the dominance of 

«traditional» sweets during the past decade.  The various workshops and 

confectioneries have adapted respectively their products,  by giving more emphasis on 

the quality of materials and have also created new categories of products. In the above 

context, the company has orientated  its sales in bakery products and items (special 

bread, sour-dough bread etc), since the demand for these products steadily rises every 

year , during the recent years.   

Also new consumer standards which are characterized by the use of low-fat, mild 

processed raw materials etc have created over the recent years an important position in 

the raw materials for pastry products market , which consequently presents significant 

growth prospects.   

These factors resulted in a significant rise in demand for raw materials of superior quality 

, which primarily are produced abroad. The Company has detected the emerging trend 

in consumer preferences and placed itself promptly  in this market for high quality raw 

materials and furthermore undertook the representation of leading foreign firms.  

The sale price of the finished pastry products is mainly defined  from their qualitative 

differentiation , with a key element regarding the said differentiation the quality of raw 

materials used in the manufacturing process . Tanking into consideration the high 

margins on the final product, the quality of the raw material tends to be the most 

important factor of choice of supplier, since the cost of other materials represents is a 

very small percentage of the sale price. 
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2. Financial results  
2.1. Transition to the International Financial Reporting Standards 
 

The 2005 was the first fiscal  year implementation of the international Financial 

Reporting Standards in Greece. The Company promptly proceeded in all necessary 

arrangements for the transition from Greek accounting standards to the international 

Financial Reporting Standards and the picture that emerged for the Company, as a 

consequence of this transition, was clearly an improved one . Individual parameters, that 

have contributed to this improvement, were indicatively the following :   

      -     valuation of fixed assets  based on to the fair value 

- A significant widening of the corporate brand and creation of internal gains 

(goodwill) 

- Strengthening of the recognition  of distributed products and services of the 

Company (brand recognition),  

 

 

2.2. Financial Results 2006 
The principal figures  for the fiscal year 2006 (1.1.2006 - 31.12.2006) are the following: 

 

COMPANY 1.1- 31.12.2006 1.1- 31.12.2005 ∆(%) 

Turnover 15.280.238,23 14.252.410.79 7,21%

Gross profits 4.746.000,87 4.302796,99 10,30%

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and 

amortization 

2.134.458,90 1.869.804.45 14,15%

Earnings before Taxes 1.792.134.90 1.508.003,11 18,84 %

Net Earnings after Taxes 1.209.453,02 936.753,03 29,11 %

Net profit margin 7,92 % 6,57 % 

 

 

The company continues for 14th  consecutive year  the  steady and systematic increase 

in its turnover and the significant improvement in the profit margin. Further the Company 

still holds and strengthens its leading position in the sector of trading companies of 

pastry products, both in terms of turnover, and on the basis of profitability.  
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2.3.   Financial risk management  
 

The basic financial risks and the corresponding estimates in order to reduce and / or 

eliminate that side effects of these risks are: 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

             Risk                                                             Company’s Forecasts 
______________________________ _______ _______________________________  

 

1. Interest risk                            There is no Interest risk for the company due to  

increase in interest rates from the European 

Central Bank The expected interest increases will 

barely set back the funding cost, as the company’s 

lending is  at low level.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Liquidity risk                                   There is no Liquidity risk. The general liquidity of 

the company  is at high levels (2,25)  and the 

immediate liquidity fluctuates at the percentage of 

1,99  

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Currency risk                          Minimum currency risk exists, because  almost all 

import and purchases  are in the euro currency.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Price increase of raw materials      The price increase of the imported goods (mainly 

from  Europe)  ranges during the last five years  

at a rate of 1-6%  and internationally there are no 

major increases.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Strengthening competition from     The sector where the Company is activated is 

characterized by foreign and domestic enterprises      

the existence of large manufacturers - suppliers 

that cover only specific pastry products, and from 

medium-sized commercial companies that cover a 

wide range of products. The company has 
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managed to differentiate effectively from the 

competition. Towards this goal the major 

advantages of the company are  the quality of its 

products , the high brand recognition of the 

Company's name, and the long-term relations with 

leading foreign enterprises and its customers. In 

addition the company has an efficient sales network 

and through this network it strengthens its position 

in the market.   

____________________________________________________________________ 

6. Demand reduce due to the consumer   The     company  belongs to the food Sector 

recession                                                    and  consumer demand for goods of the said 

Sector continues to increase despite the 

general context of  consumer recession. The 

forecasts for demand are positive for the 

subsequent years. 

                                                                   

                              

 

2.4 Share performance – participation in branch index - dividend  
  

The share performance in 2006 showed an upword movement during the last 

semester of 2006 and closed  at 2,90 €. on the 31th of December 2006. 

Following is the table lamps in stock, in conjunction with the volume of transactions:  
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Stockbrokers stock data  

Month  
 

Price end-
month 
(EUR) 

Overall trading 
volume month 

(pieces) 
Mean month 

(EUR) 

Average daily 
trading volume 
month (pieces) 

January 2006  2,07 38.150 2,10 1.817 
February 2006 2,19 100.787 2,27 5.039 
March 2006  2,13 100.701 2,18 4.577 
April 2006  2,10 16.929 2,13 1.058 
Mai2006  2,18 60.207 2,16 2.737 
June 2006  2,46 50.257 2,29 2.393
July 2006  2,38 8.604 2,34 410
August 2006  2,40 16.234 2,38 738
September 2006 2,45 20.402 2,40 972
October 2006  2,68 146.341 2,83 6.652
November 2006  2,71 112.129 2,75 5.097
December 2006  2,90 36.181 2,76 1.904 
 

Dividend  

The Board of Director of the company  taking into account the results for fiscal year 

2006, the company’s financial status, its prospects as well as the condition of the 

broader financial environment, will propose to the annual Ordinary General 

Shareholder’s Meeting the distribution of a total dividend amounting to 525.000,00 

Euro, which corresponds to a dividend of 0,7 Euro per share. The dividend has a net 

dividend class  yield of  2,41 %, according to the market value of the share on the 

31th of Decenber 2006. 

 

3.Strategic  and organizational structure  

3.1.Axes of strategic development     
 

With its primary objective the continued and sustained healthy and profitable growth of 

the Company for the year 2007, the strategy axes are the following :  
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• Further penetration both in foreign and domestic markets  with a particular  

emphasis, for the current year, in a more effective scheme of Sales promotion.  

• Improvement, strengthening and enrichment of the range of represented and 

distributed products  

• Enhanced activity by the new center in VIPE Sindos for the setting of forums and 

presentations at the Thessaloniki Center of Gastronomy aimed into the growing of 

the presence of the company in the market of Northern Greece and penetrating into 

the markets of neighbouring Balkan countries.  

• Maintenance of high quality level distributed products   

• Expanding of the Company’s cooperation with foreign companies in both product 

level, as well as and at the level of penetration into new markets.  

• Constant improvement of the existing organizational structure with a view to further 

increase efficiency, the continuous and increased dilution of information at all levels 

of the company and the further reducing of the  cost. 

  

 3.2 Sales promotion – advertising campaign   

In the framework of sales promotion, the company proceeds in  the following: 

• Advertisements in the sectoral press  

• Participation in trade fairs and industry screening - displaying  of its products, as the 

Exhibitions ARTOZA, ARTOZYMA and GASTRONOMIA-GASTROGNOSIA, where 

the Company presents to visitors the wide range of products, the high-quality 

implementation of these products in the pastry , bakery and ice cream, as 

professionals get the chance to learn about new products and the impressive new 

applications, launched by the company during the Exhibition, as well as new 

company’s cooperations, while at the same time the Company performs live 

demonstration of these applications under the diligence of both technicians of the 

technical section of the company and foreign chef - confectioners of the companies  

FRUIBEL, ELLE & VIRE, KOMPLET, BEURALIA and FABBRI.  
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• Education seminars for  technicians-professionals of the sector .   

• Visits at the production sites  of foreign companies  while demonstrating new 

methods of pastry arts. 

• Technical support by qualified personnel. 

• Creation of specialized training and technical section, consisting of at least 3 

special artisans. 

• Organization of seminars and demonstrations in Athens Center of Gastronomy with 

the participation of top chefs, and the cooperation of world-class French Ecole 

Lenotre. In the same area ,  the company organizes training seminars and 

demonstrations - presentations with the participation of its customers while new 

products, their properties, uses and manufacturing capacity are presented. Due to 

the particularities the pastry sector , in which  a product differentiation is based 

exclusively on qualitative factors - a large percentage of which comes from the 

manufacturing material-the presentation of such materials and their properties is of 

very high importance , within the sales promotion.  

• In the context of good and close cooperation with its customers, the company 

supports associations of Confectioners and Bakers and participate in their events. 

 

4. EXPLANATORY REPORT OF ARTICLE 11 N. 3371/2005  
 

Based on Article 11a  of Law 3371/2005, the Company is required in the present Board 

of Directors Management Report to publish detailed information regarding a series of 

issues. Subsequently, we present the following information about a number of matters 

and to request listed below:  

 

a) The company’s share capital currently amounts to 3,825,000 euro, is paid up in full 

and divided into 7,500,000 common registered shares with a nominal value of 0.51 

euros each. All company shares are listed and traded on the Athens Exchange.  
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It is noted that the increase of the company’s capital share by capitalization of reserves 

at the amount of 1,950,000 euro, according to the 20/06/2006 resolution of the Ordinary 

General Assembly, which implemented both by increasing the nominal value of all 

shares and by issuing new shares, has been approved by the competent Authority (K2 

decision-18141/22.12.2006 Development Ministry), and the subsequent listing of the 

new shares (1,250,000) for trading at the Athens stock Exchange  on the 7.1.2007  

 

b) There are no limitations as regards on the transfer of the Company’s shares  

 

c) The Company has not holdings in other companies 

 

Further the  main participations in the company’s share capital based on the information, 

which have been known to the company  are as follows:  

1. Kanakis Stylianos 72.11% stake of shares and voting rights  

2. Kanaki Mary 8.00% stake of shares and voting rights 

 

d) There are no shares, which provide special control rights   

 

e) To the company’s knowledge no restrictions on voting rights  emanate to the 

shareholders of the Company  

 

f) To the company’s knowledge there are no agreements  between shareholders, that 

imply limitation on the transfer of shares or  limitations on the exercise of voting rights  

 

g) As regards to  the appointment and replacement of the company’s BoD members and 

to the amendment of the company’s Articles of Association, there are no rules, which 

differ than those  stipulated in CL 2190/1920, as such is in effect to day 

 

h) The Board of Directors or specific members  of the Board of Directors have no special 

authority  for the issuance of new shares  or the purchase of own shares, as there has 

been no decision in accordance with Article 16 or Article 13 of C.L . 2190/1920  
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i) There is no significant Agreement, contracted by the company, which becomes in 

effect, is amended or terminated in case of change in the company’s control following a  

tender offer.  

 

j) There is no agreement between the company and the BoD members or employers, 

which provides for in indemnity in case of resignation or termination of employment   

without reason  or termination of employment term or  termination emanating from any 

public tender offer. 

 
5. OBJECTIVES AND OUTLOOK FOR 2007  
 
THE COMPANY aims to achieve the following objectives:  

 

1. Further expansion into new geographic markets, where it has not great presence until 

today and showing significant growth prospects. Immediate plans of the Company are to 

further increase its share of the market of northern Greece and the creation in this 

particular geographic area of a strong local distribution network to service the Balkan 

countries.  

 

2. The enrichment of the range of goods that the company distributes through its existing 

suppliers, as well as the establishment of new international partnerships. The 

consolidation of the company’s name in the sector of pastry raw materials and the 

development of an effective sales network creates conditions, which creates all the 

necessary conditions for the development of new products. Significant development 

opportunities are presented via the expansion of the company’s activity in other product 

categories, in which currently the Company does not have a significant presence, 

notably in bakery products (breads special performance, with sour-dough bread, rye 

bread etc).  

 

3. Providing high quality support services to the client, by conducting seminars and 

maintain continuous contact and cooperation. For this purpose the company will exploit 

the specialized areas (Show Room), which has set up at its premises where technicians 

and collaborators present to company customers new pastry techniques and uses of  
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materials. Strategic target of the company  «STELIOS KANAKIS SA» apart from the 

development of commercial activities,  are among others the close collaboration with its 

customers and the close monitoring of developments in the area of pastry, both 

domestically and internationally.  

 

4. The continuous training and education of the company’s personnel, so that it exploits 

the advantages of modern technology to enhance the activities of the company. « 

STELIOS KANAKIS SA » attributes great importance to the quality of the human factor, 

which is, as proven , the main factor r to achieve objectives.  

 

5. The constant upgrading of infrastructure and equipment in order to correspond to  the 

prevailing conditions of competition and to maintain its leading position in the sector.  

 

Based on the aforementioned for the fiscal year 2007, the mangement’s perspectives 

are positive,  taking into consideration the existing circumstances.  

 

The management of the company believes that its powerful  business structure created 

in the recent years with significant investments made and always in conjunction with its 

dedication to certain strategic objectives, provides a solid basis for continuation and 

strengthening of the company’s steady growth and further promotion of this growth for 

the benefit of customers, employees, associates and shareholders. 

 

                                              Acharnai, 24 February 2007  

The  Board of Directors 

The PRESIDENT  

 

Stelios Kanakis 
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CERTIFIED AUDITOR’S ACCOUNTANT’S CERTIFICATION 
It is Certified that the above Board of Directors Management  Report consisting of 15 

pages, is the same as that referred to in the Audit Report submitted by me and dated 

February 26, 2007.  

 

Athens, 26  March 2007 

The certified Auditor - Accountant 

Seraphim D. Makris 

Reg. SOEL 16311 

SOL  aeoe 
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Certified Auditor’s  Accountant’s  AUDIT Report 
To the  shareholders of the company « Stelios Kanakis SA ». 

 
Report on the Financial Statements.  
We have audited the  attached financial statements of the company « Stelios Kanakis 

SA » (The Company), which consist of the balance sheet at 31 December 2006, the 

income statement and the statements of changes in equity and cash flows statements 

for the period ending on the aforementioned date as well as the summary of significant 

accounting policies and other explanatory notes. Management's Management’s  
 
Management Responsibility for the Financial Statements  
The management of the company is responsible for the compilation and fair presentation 

of the financial statements according to the International Financial Reporting Standards, 

as such have been adopted by the European Union. This responsibility includes the 

planning, implementation and maintenance of an internal audit system as regards to the 

to the compilation and fair presentation of the financial statements, free from substantial 

inaccuracies The responsibility also includes the selection and implementation of 

appropriate accounting principles and the conduct of accounting estimations,  that are 

reasonable for the existing circumstances in relation to the existing treaties. 

 

Auditor’s Responsibility  
Our responsibility is limited to the formation and expression of opinion on the financial 

statements based on the conducted audit. Our audit was conducted based on the Greek 

generally accepted Auditing procedures, which are in lines with the International Auditing 

Standards. These procedures demand our compliance with the ethics rules and the 

planning and the implementation of the audit in away that reassures with reasonable 

certainty that the financial statements do not include substantial inaccuracies or 

omissions.  

The audit includes the conduct of procedures for the collection of audit data, supporting 

the amounts and information included in the financial statements due to fraud or error.   

For the estimation of this risk the auditor take into account the internal audit system as 

regards to the compilation and fair presentation of financial statements, and aims at 

planning auditing procedures that corresponds to the circumstances and not for the 

expression of an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal audit system. 

The audit also includes the evaluation of the followed accounting principles, the  
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Management’s estimations and generally the overall presentation of the financial 

statements.  

We believe that the audit data collected are adequate  and appropriate for the formation 

of our opinion. 

 

Opinion  

In our opinion, the attached financial statements, accurately  present the financial status 

of the Company as at 31st  December 2006, as well as their financial performance and 

Cash Flows for the period ending on the aforementioned date according to the 

intentional  Financial Reporting Standards, as have been adopted by the European 

Union.  

 
Report on other legal and regulative issues.  
The contents of the Board of Director’s Management Report  are in accordance with the  

attached financial statements.  

 

 

Athens, 26 February 2007 

 

The Certified Auditor Accountant  

Seraphim D. Makris A.M. 

 Rg. SOEL 16311  

SOL SA  
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Annual income statement  
(Amounts in euros)  

                                           Balance 

 

 01.01-31.12.06 01.01-31.12.05 
Turnover 5 15.280.238,23 14.252.410,79 

Cost of Goods sold 18 10.534.237,36 9.949.613,80 

Gross profit  4.746.000,87 4.302.796,99 

Other operating income 17 114.018,44 112.900,01 

Administrative expenses 18 570.044,25 624.449,07 

Operational costs sales  18 2.346.185,23 2.121.922,80 

Other operating expenses 86.730,94 105.458,36 

Operating Results 1.857.058,89 1.563.866,77 

 

Financial income 2.558,93 133,90 

Financial  expenses  67.482,92 55.997,56 

Earning before tax  1.792.134,90 1.508.003,11 

Income tax  582.681,88 571.250,08 

Earning after taxes 1.209.453,02 936.753,03 

Allocated to 

Shareholders of the parent  1.209.453,02 936.753,03
Minority interest 0,00 0,00

Basic earnings per share    0,16 0,12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(The attached notes constitute an inseparable part of these financial statements) 
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Annual state balance sheet (amounts in euros)  

                                                                                     Balance  

                                 Note     31.12.06 31.12.05 

ASSETS 
Non-current assets  
Tangible assets 6  6.703.431,55 5.855.416,04  

Intangible Assets 7  35.182,66 53.962,97  

Other financial data 24.834,41 34.390,41  

Deferred tax Receivables  8  0,00 14.311,99  

Current assets  
Inventories 9  1.119.217,20 1.465.613,39  

Customers and other trade Receivables 10  7.842.836,13 7.688.824,08  

Other Receivables 11  370.555,33 355.395,09  

Cash and cash equivalents  12  563.373,69 84.660,09  

Total current assets  16.659.430,97 15.552.574,06  

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  
Share capital  13  3.825.000,00 1.875.000,00  

Above par 13  3.293.857,69 3.293.857,69  

Readjustment differences  13  89.524,90 2.039.524,90  

Other reserves  13  622.965,18 570.965,18  

Profit carried forward 13  4.269.133,86 3.549.180,84  

Total equity     12.100.481,63  11.328.528,61  

LIABILITIES  
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES 
Liabilities for staff retirement indemnities 80.000,00 80.000,00  

Deferred tax liabilities  8  16.304,60 0,00  

Other provisions 60.000,00 0,00  

SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES 
Suppliers and related Liabilities 15  3.167.475,26 2.479.511,63  

Short- term loans 14  700.080,00 1.230.476,30  

Current tax Liabilities  535.089,48 434.057,52  

Total Liabilities  16.659.430,97 15.552.574,06  

(The attached notes constitute an inseparable part of these financial statements)  
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Annual statement of changes in Company’s  equity. 

 
 

 

 Share capital Above Par 
Difference 

Regular 
reserve 

Other 
Reserves 

Readjustment 
Differences  

rest carried 
forward 

Total 
 
 

Balance as at 1st Januar According to IFRS 1.875.000,00 3.293.857,69 
 

321.000,00 
 

99.965,18 
 

2.039.524,90
 

 
 

     

      

     

 

      
    

   
   

3.199.927,81 
 

10.829.275,58 
 Change in equity for the period  

01.01.05 to 31.12.05 
Dividend distribution of fiscal year 2004  50.000,00 100.000,00  -150.000,00

 
0,00 

 
Dividend payable  -437.500,00

 
-437.500,00 

 
Net results for the period   936.753,03 936.753,03
Balance of equity as at December 31st 2005 
 

1.875.000,00 3.293.857,69 371.000,00 199.965,18 2.039.524,90 3.549.180,84 11.328.528,61 

Balance as at Januar 1st 2006, according to the IFRS 1.875.000,00 3.293.857,69 
 

371.000,00 
 

199.965,18 
 

2.039.524,90 
 

3.549.180,84 
 

11.328.528,61 
 Change in equity for the period 

01.01.06 to 31.12.06 
Dividend Distribution of fiscal year 2005  52.000,00

 
 - 52.000,00
 

 0,00
Share capital increase 1.950.000,00  - 1.950.000,00 0,00 0,00
Dividend payable      - 437.500,00 - 437.500,00 
Net results for the period    1.209.453,14 1.209.453,14
Balance in equity as at December 31st 2006  3.825.000,00  3.293.857,69 423.000,00 199.965,18 89.524,90 4.269.133,98  12.100.481,75 

 
 
(The attached notes constitute an inseparable part of these financial statements)
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Cash flow Statement  
              Balance 
                             01.01.-31.12.06    01.01.-31.12.05 

Results from operating activities  
Earning before Taxes  1.792.134,90  1.508.003,11

Plus / minus adjustments to Earnings for:  
Depreciation 205.271,39  207.230,00

Estimates  70.000,00  70.000,00

Cash flows from investment activities  0,00  2.479,89 

Interest paid and related expenses  67.482,92  55.997,56

Plus / minus adjustments for changes in working  

capital accounts or relating to operating activities:  
Decrease / (increase) of inventories  346.396,19  -312.541,74

Decrease / (increase) of receivables -229.204,30  -993.596,65

(Decrease) / increase of liabilities  (except banks) 716.493,13  623.612,20

(Minus):  
Interest and related expenses paid  -44.820,82  -39.999,05

Paid taxes  -434.057,52  -475.303,29

Total inflows / (outflows) from operating activities (a) 2.489.695,89  645.882,03

Cash flows from investment activities 
Purchase of tangible and intangible fixed assets  -1.034.506,59  -944.238,76

Collections from sales of tangible and intangible fixed assets  13.900,00  8.823,51

Collected Interest  2.558,93  56,00

Total inflows / (outflows) from investment activities (b)  -1.018.047,66  -935.359,25

Cash flows from financing activities  
Received loans   0,00  508.355,53

Payment of Loans -555.617,33  -16.054,51

Dividend paid to shareholders -437.317,30  -436.930,02

Total inflows / (outflows) from financing activities (c)  -992.934,63  55.371,00

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents of period 

(a) + (b) + (c)  478.713,60  -234.106,22

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period  84.660,09  318.766,31

Cash and equivalents at the end of the period  563.373,69  84.660,09

 

(The attached notes constitute an inseparable part of these financial statements) 
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1. General information  
The company « STELIOS KANAKIS SA » is a commercial company, which operates in the field of pastry,  

bakery and ice cream raw materials. All the distributed products are imported from Western European 

countries and mainly from France, Belgium, Germany, Denmark and Italy. The company’s building facilities  

are  located in the Municipality of Acharnes, Anemonis 4, TK 136.71 The company is in the form of societe 

anonyme, its site is “www.stelioskanakis.gr” and listed on the Athens Exchange Stock.  

 
2. Basis of preparation of financial statements.  
The financial statements of the company have been compiled according to the International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS), which have been adopted by the European Union.  The compilation of the 

Financial Statements in accordance with IFRS requires the use of accounting estimations and the exercise of 

judgment by the Management of the company to the implementation of accounting principles followed. It also 

requires the use of estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure 

of contingent assets and liabilities as at the date of the financial statements and the amounts of revenues and 

expenditures during the fiscal year. Despite the fact that all estimates, calculations and assumptions are based 

on the best available knowledge of the Administration, the actual results may differ. Important accounting 

estimates and judgments administration for the implementation of the accounting methods have pointed out 

where necessary.  

 
Consolidation  
As a subsidiary is defined an economic unit  in which  the company has the power to determine the financial 

and operating decisions with a view to gaining benefits from its activities.  

Associate is the economic unit  on which the company can exert significant influence but not control. The 

substantial influence is exerted through its participation in the financial and operating decisions of the 

economic unit.  

During the year 2006 and the previous one, the company did not participate in any subsidiary or associate 

company, and so there was no reason to the compilation of consolidated financial statements. 
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3. Summary of significant accounting principles.  
 
1.  Tangible fixed assets 
 

The property (land and buildings) is reported on fair value, which is conducted every three years and done by 

independent appraisals. The other tangible fixed are reported  at acquisition cost less cumulated depreciations 

and any impairment suffered by the assets. Increases in book value of tangible assets resulting from 

adjustments to fair value are recorded in reserve in equity. Reductions to the book value are brought to the 

reduction of the reserve if it had been formed in the past such a reserve for the same goods. Reductions 

beyond the reserve, and reductions in the book value of assets for which there is no revaluation reserve, 

recorded in the results as an expense.  

The difference between the depreciation conducted on the readjusted value of tangible assets, which are 

recorded to expenses, and depreciation based on the cost of acquisition of tangible assets, is transferred by 

the revaluation reserve to profits carried forward by fully depreciated or selling process.  

The value of land is not depreciated, and the depreciation of other items of tangible assets is calculated using 

the straight-line method over their useful lives which reads as follows:  

                                           Buildings                        45 to 55 Years 

Mechanical equipment    6-8 Years 

                                           Cars                                8-10 Years 

                                           Other Equipments           4-6 Years 

 

The residual values and useful economics lives of fixed assets are subject to reassessment at each annual 

balance sheet.  

The amendments registration , on the company’s books, made at acquisition cost, includes all costs directly 

attributable to the acquisition of assets. Subsequent costs are recognized to enhance the book value of the 

tangible assets only if it is probable that in the future economic benefits will flow to the company and their cost 

can be assessed reliably. Expenditure on repairs and maintenance credited is booked as an expense in the 

period it relates to   

The operating assets or those for which has not been determined their use or those under construction, are 

shown at acquisition cost less any loss. The depreciation of property begins with its initial use .  
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2. Intangible Assets  
 

Software licenses are valued at acquisition cost less depreciation. Depreciation is effected using the straight-

line method throughout the useful life of these assets, which ranges from 4 to 5 years.  

 
3. Deferred income tax  
 

Deferred income tax is determined according to the liability method which results from temporary differences 

between the book value and tax base of assets or liabilities.  

Deferred income tax is valued based on the tax rates that are expected to be in effect at the balance sheet 

date.  

Deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent at which there will be a future tax profit to be set against the 

temporary differences  that creates the deferred tax asset.  

 
4. Stocks  
 

Inventories are valued at lower of acquisition cost and net realizable value. The acquisition cost is defined by 

the Weighted average method. Borrowing cost is not included in the acquisition cost of the stocks. Net 

realizable value is the estimated current sale prices of inventories during the normal course of business of the 

company less any relevant sales expenses.  

 
5. Receivables  
 

Receivables from customers are initially booked at their fair value. The loss (loss from bad debts) is recognized 

when is objective evidence that the company is unable to collect all amounts due under the contract terms. The 

amount of the loss is recorded as an expense in the results.  

 
6. Cash and cash equivalents  
Cash and cash equivalents include cash, bank deposits and short-term investments until 3 months, of high 

realization and low risk.  
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7. Foreign currency  
Transactions, which are expressed in foreign currencies, are converted in euros according to the exchange 

rate in effect  at the date of the transaction. At the date of the financial statements, the monetary assets and 

liabilities, which is expressed in foreign currencies are converted in euros, based on the exchange rate valid at 

the time. The foreign exchange differences arising from the conversion charge the ending operation results.   

 

8. Share Capital  
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.  

Costs incurred for the issuance of shares reduce, after the deduction of tax, the proceeds from the issue. 

Prompt. Promptly costs related to the issuance of shares for the purchase of companies are included in the 

acquisition cost of the company acquired.  

The acquisition cost of own shares reduced by the income tax (if applicable) appears abstract the equity of the 

company, until such shares be sold or cancelled. Any gain or loss on sale of own shares, net of any directly 

transaction costs and income tax, if applicable, is included in equity.  

 
9. Dividend  
The dividend to be paid is depicted as a liability at the time of their approval at the Annual General Meeting of 

shareholders.  

 
10. Employee Benefits 
The commitment of the company to the persons, who paid from it for their future payment of benefits 

depending on the time of the previous employment of each, is measured and illustrated based on the expected 

benefit to be paid by each person at the balance sheet date.  

 
11. Forecasts  
Forecasts for environmental restoration, restructuring costs and damages, recorded when:  

There is a present legal or presumed or constructive  as a result of past events. 

It is expected that it would result an outflow of funds for settlement of commitment  

The necessary amount can be reliably determined.  
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12. Financial Instruments 
Key financial instruments for the company are the cash, bank deposits and the short-term assets and liabilities. 

Given the short-term nature of these figures, the company's management believes that the fair value of these 

identified with the value shown in the accounts.  

 
13. Recognition of Income  
 

The revenues include the fair value of sales of goods and services, net of taxes recovered discounts and 

returns. The recognition of revenue is as follows:  

(A) Sale of goods  
Sales of goods are recognized when the company transfers goods to customers, the goods are accepted by 

them and the  collection of the resulting claim is reasonably assured.  

(B) Provision of services  
Income from the provision of services is accounted for  based  on the stage of completion of the service 

rendered in connection with the estimated total cost.  

 
14. New Standards and Interpretations  
 

Some new IFRS, amendments and interpretations have been issued and are  mandatory for accounting 

periods, that begin during this fiscal year or later. The company’s estimation on the effect of the application of 

these new standards and interpretations is presented below.  

 

IAS 19 (Amendment) Employee Benefits.  
This amendment provides companies with an alternative method of recognizing actuarial gains and losses. 

Because the company does not intend to change the accounting principle adopted for the recognition of 

actuarial gains or losses and is not involved in pension plans involving multiple employers, the adoption of this 

amendment would affect only the presentation and the extent of disclosures presented in the financial 

situations.  

IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosure and additional amendment to IAS 1, Presentation of Financial 

Statements - Capital Disclosure (in effect from January 1, 2007)  
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IFRS 7 introduces new disclosures with the aim of improving the provision of information about financial 

instruments. It requires disclosure of qualitative and quantitative information about exposure to risk arising from 

financial instruments, including fixed minimum required disclosures about credit risk, liquidity risk and market 

risk (including sensitivity analysis on the market risk). IFRS 7 replaces IAS 30: Disclosures in the Financial 

Statements of Banks and Financial Institutions and the Disclosure requirements of IAS 32,  

Financial Instruments: Disclosure and Presentation. It applies to all companies that prepare financial 

statements in accordance with IFRS. The adaptation to IAS 1 introduces disclosures about the level of an 

entity's capital and the management of these. The Company estimated the effect of IFRS 7 and the adaptation 

to IAS 1 and came to the conclusion that the main moreover notifications that are required from them are the 

analysis of sensitivity relatively the market risk and the notifications of capital. The Company will apply the 

IFRS 7 and the modification of IAS1 from 1 January 2007. 

 

4. Risk management.  
 
4.1. Financial Risks  
The company is exposed to financial risks, such as the market risks (changes in exchange rates, interest rates, 

market prices), credit risk and liquidity risk.  

(A) Market risk  
The company operates in Europe and therefore the majority of its transactions are conducted in euros. A small 

part of the goods the company made in other currencies. The timely payment of suppliers of these markedly 

reduces the currency risk. The company, by  standard practice, does not purchase currencies in advance and 

not conclude foreign exchange futures with external contractors.  

(B) Credit Risk  
The Company has set policies to ensure that the sales of goods and services made to customers with credit 

history. Trade receivables stem  from a wide customer base.  

The Company monitors continuously the financial position of debtors and adjusts the credit policy accordingly. 

Appropriate allowance recognized for damages arising from claims due to impairment of specific credit risks.  

(C) Liquidity risk  
Liquidity risk is maintained at low levels by holding adequate cash balances while there are also unused credit 

lines with financial instirutions.  
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(D) Interest rate risk  
The borrowings of the company associated with variable interest rates which, depending on market conditions 

can either remain floating or converted to steadily. 

 

5. Financial information per sector.  
The business sector is defined as a group of assets and activities  

providing products and services that are subject to different risks and returns than other business segments. 

As a geographical area, defined a geographic area, in which products and services are provided, and which is 

subject to different risks and returns.  

Primary Presentation  - business sectors  

The results of the company by business segment for the years 2006 2005 break down as follows:  

Using 2006  

Results by sector for the period January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2006 are as follows: 

 

ANALYSIS SEGMENT 2006  
 SHARING 

PERCENTAGE

SALES COST GROSS   

PROFIT 

% 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 66.7% 10.191.680,82 6.974.725,81 3.216.955,01 31.6% 

NETWORK DISTRIBUTORS 33.3% 5.088.557,41 3.559.511,55 1.529.045,86 30.0% 

Total sales 100.0% 15.280.238,23 10.534.237,36 4.746.000,87 31.1%

Earnings before Taxes 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

1.214.752,69 67.8%

Earnings before Taxes 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

577.382,21 32.2%

Total PROFIT BEFORE TAXES 1.792.134,90 100.0%

Earnings AFTER TAXES 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

819.796,72 67.8%

Earnings AFTER TAXES 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

389.656,30 32.2%

Total PROFIT AFTER TAXES 1.209.453,02 100.0%
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Financial  Use  2005  
Results by sector for the period January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2005 are as follows:  

 SHARING 

PERCENTAGE

SALES COST GROSS   

PROFIT 

% 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 66.2% 9.428.688,48 6.531.994,18 2.896.694,30 30.7% 

NETWORK DISTRIBUTORS 33.8% 4.823.722,31 3.417.619,62 1.406.102,69 29.1% 

Total sales 100.0% 14.252.410,79 9.949.613,80 4.302.796,99 30.2%

Earnings before Taxes 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

1.015.205,70 67.3%

Earnings before Taxes 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

492.797.41 32.7%

Total PROFIT BEFORE TAXES 1.508.003, 100.0%

Earnings AFTER TAXES 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

630.633,32 67.3%

Earnings AFTER TAXES 

NETWORK SALESPEOPLE 

306.119,71 32.7%

Total PROFIT AFTER TAXES 936.753,03 100.0%

 

 

 

Secondary presentation - geographic areas  
The results of the company to each geographic area for the years 2006 and 2005 break down as follows:  

 

                             Balance 
Sales                                                  2006                                        2005  
Region of ATTIKI                            7.647.769,17                        7.399.254,78  

Rest of Greece                               7.484.211,76                         6.703.308,22  

Foreign-Cyprus                                  148.257,30                           149.847,79  

Total                                             15.280.238,23                       14.252.410,79 
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6. Property and Equipment of industrial  area 
Below are the changes in assets the period from 01.01.06 to 31.12.06 and 01.01.05 to 31.12.05.  

Acquisition value  
Plots Buildings 

Mechanical 
equipement 

Other 
Assets Fixed Assets Total 

Census 01.01.2006  2.716.099,00  1.800.925,11 448.598,52 749.619,95 1.002.618,18  6.717.860,76 

Adds period  0,00  0,00 21.000,00 279.233,70 734.272,89  1.034.506,59 

Adjustments 0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Sales / deletions  0,00  0,00 -12.477,18 -13.206,16 0,00  -25.683,34 

Transport  0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Balance 31.12.2006  2.716.099,00  1.800.925,11 457.121,34 1.015.647,49 1.736.891,07  7.726.684,01 

 

Accumulated Depreciation  

 

Census 01.01.2006  0,00  72.015,00 268.310,02 522.119,70 0,00  862.444,72 

Depreciation period  0,00  36.018,50 67.135,72 83.336,86 0,00  186.491,08 

Sales/deletions  0,00  0,00 -12.477,18 -13.206,16 0,00  -25.683,34 

Transport  0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Balance 31.12.2006  0,00  108.033,50 322.968,56 592.250,40 0,00  1.023.252,46 

Un- depreciated Value  

On 01.01.2006  2.716.099,00  1.728.910,11 180.288,50 227.500,25 1.002.618,18  5.855.416,04 
On 31.12.2006  2.716.099,00  1.692.891,61 134.152,78 423.397,09 1.736.891,07  6.703.431,55 
Αcquisition value  

Census 01.01.2005  2.716.099,00  1.799.825,10 448.598,52 747.275,67 110.440,20  5.822.238,49 

Adds period  0,00  1.100,01 0,00 36.560,77 892.177,98  929.838,76 

Adjustments 0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Sales/deletions 0,00  0,00 0,00 -34.216,49 0,00  -34.216,49 

Transport 0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Balance 31.12.2005  2.716.099,00  1.800.925,11 448.598,52 749.619,95 1.002.618,18  6.717.860,76 

 
Accumulated Depreciation  
Census 01.01.2005  0,00  35.996,50 202.267,97 455.932,87 0,00  694.197,34 

Amortization period  0,00  36.018,50 66.042,05 89.099,92 0,00  191.160,47 

Sales/deletions 0,00  0,00 0,00 -22.913,09 0,00  -22.913,09 

Transport 0,00  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00  0,00 

Balance 31.12.2005  0,00  72.015,00 268.310,02 522.119,70 0,00  862.444,72 

 

Un- depreciated Value  

On 01.01.2005  2.716.099,00  1.763.828,60 246.330,55 291.342,80 110.440,20  5.128.041,15 
On 31.12.2005  2.716.099,00  1.728.910,11 180.288,50 227.500,25 1.002.618,18  5.855.416,04 
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The plot and buildings of the company were adapted for the last time on 01.01.2004 by independent Certified chartered 

Appraisers. The reevaluation adjustment resulted in a corresponding account registered in equity, part of which during the 

current fiscal year was accumulated by a decision of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders, which was approved 

by its decision (Minister of Development No. K2-18141 / 22-12-2006). The depreciations in the period 01.01.06 to 

31.12.06 amounted to euro 205.271,39 and placed against euro 16.103,01 the administrative operating costs and euro 

189.168,38 expenses. The fixed assets of the company are not encumbered.  

 

7. Intangible Assets  
Below are the changes in intangible assets, the remainder of which relates entirely to self used  Software 

Value acquisition Software programs 
Census 01.01.2006  94.356,43  

Adds period 0,00  

Adjustments  0,00  

Sales / deletions  0,00  

Transport 0,00  

Balance 31.12.2006  94.356,43  

Accumulated Depreciation 

Census 01.01.2006  40.393,46  

Depreciation period  18.780,31  

Sales / deletions 0,00  

Transport 0,00  

Balance 31.12.2006  59.173,77  

Un-depreciated value  
On the  01.01.2006  53.962,97  
On the  31.12.2006  35.182,66  

Value acquisition  

Census 01.01.2005  79.956,43  
Adds period 14.400,00  

Adjustments 0,00  

Sales / deletions 0,00  

Transport 0,00  

Balance 31.12.2005  94.356,43  

Accumulated Depreciation  
Census 01.01.2005  24.323,93  

Depreciation period 16.069,53  

Sales / deletions 0  

Balance 31.12.2005  40.393,46  

Un-depreciated value 

On the 01.01.2005  55.632,50  
On the 31.12.2005  53.962,97  
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8. Deferred tax liabilities 
Below follows a break down of the motion and the rest of the deferred tax assets or liabilities.  

                            Balance 
                           31.12.06             31.12.05 

              Balance beginning of period                      14.311,99           79.312,84 

              Charges in the income                               30.616,59           65.000,85 

              Balance end period                                 -16.304,60           14.311,99 
 

 
 
9. Stocks  
Below follows a break down of the rest of the stocks on the 31.12.06 and 31.12.05 respectively  

                        Balance 
      Stocks       31.12.06                12.12.05 

         Goods     1.119.217,20        1.465.613,39 

 

It is noted that the value of goods, recorded as an expense in cost of goods sold, the period 01.01.06 to 

31.12.06 and 01.01.05 to 31.12.05 amounted to EUR 10.474.926,80 and to euro 9.894.306,81 respectively 

 
10. Customers and other trade receivables.  
The rest of the customers and other trading receivables are detailed as follows.  

             Balance 
Customers and other trade receivables     31.12.06                           12.12.05 

Customers                                                 3.841.929,47                   3.696.536,80 

Notes and checks Receivable                   4.261.497,44                   4.182.878,05 

Provisions for impairment                            -260.590,78    -190.590,78 

Totals                                                        7.842.836,13                  7.688.824,08 
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11. Other receivables    
The rest of the other receivables are analyzed as follows.  

          Balance 
Residual                                                                 31.12.06                12.12.05 
Receivables   from Greek state tax advances       330.032,55            287.008,36                              

Transitory Accounts                                                 17.680,25              58.164,12 

Other receivables                                                     22.842,53              10.222,61 

Totals                                                                    370.555,33             355.395,09 
 

12. Cash and cash equivalents  
The rest of cash and cash equivalents available analyzed as follows.   

 

                                                 Balance 
Available                                                                            31.12.06                    12.12.05 
Available on fund or cash in hand                                     21.267,01                  14.131,36 

Balances with banks or short-term bank deposits           542.106,68                  70.528,73 

Totals                                                                              563.373,69                  84.660,09 
 

13. Equity capital. Outstanding balances of net worth to 31.12.06 and 31.12.05 respectively, is analyzed  

as follows.  

 

Residual                                            31.12.06                          31.12.05  
Equity                                                  3.825.000,00                   1.875.000,00 

Reserves premium account                3.293.857,69                   3.293.857,69 

Revaluation differences                           89.524,90                   2.039.524,90 

Other reserves                                       622.965,18                     570,965, 18 

Balance retained earnings                  4.269.133,86                   3.549.180,84 

Total equity                                      12.100.481,63                 11.328.528,61 
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The total and fully paid up  issued shares amounts to 7,500,000 common nominative shares with a nominal 

value of 0.51 euros each. The ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of the company resolved with its 

decision on 20.06.2006 the increase of its share capital at the amount of 1,950,000 euros, through the 

capitalization of «fair value reserves», which increase was implemented both by increasing the nominal value 

of all shares of the company from EUR 0.30 to EUR 0.51, and through the issuance of 1,250,000 new shares 

with a nominal value of 0.51 euros each. The share capital increase was approved by the decision of the 

Ministry of Development (number K2-18141/22-12-2006), which has been promptly published. All the shares 

are fully paid and there are no options. 

 

14. Short-term loans  
The balances of short-term loans are analyzed as follows.  

            Balance 
    Short-term loans                31.12.06                   31.12.05 

                           Bank loans                        700.080,00               1.230.476,30 

 Totals                                700.080,00               1.230.476,30 
 

 

 

15. Trade and other obligations.  
The rest of the suppliers and other obligations are analyzed as follows.  

 

                  Balance 
                     31.12.06                          12.12.05 

                Suppliers                                        617.360,60                      624.320,51 

                Notes and checks payable          2.216.861,14                  1.473.601,68 

                Dividend payable                                1.194,00                            969,00 

               Transitory  Accounts                            3.422,00                                0,00 

               Insurance agencies                            73.080,78                     139.583,87 

               Obligations for taxes                        134.823,71                     198.849,75 

               Various creditors                              120.733,03                       42.186,82 

                Totals                                           3.167.475,26                  2.479.511,63 
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16. Other income  
Other revenues of the company's on 31.12.2006 and 31.12.2005 analyzed respectively as follows.  

                                                 
    Balance 

                                                    31.12.06             31.12.05 
Revenue from a purchase payment 

 markets and suppliers      77.297,91            24.460,22 

Participation by foreign firms in Exhibitions - Advertising     22.042,20            57.911,18 

Miscellaneous revenues                                                       14.678,33            30.528,61 

Total                                                                                    114.018,44         112.900,01 
 

 

17. Analysis of Expenses by  category  
The analysis of company cost and the allocation of such in functions is analyzed  as follows:  

 

Cost Expenses Expenditure type of sales administration  

Period01.01.06  to 31.12.06 
Expendituretype 

 
Cost of sales 

 
 
 

Administration 
Expenses Disposal costs 

Financial   
Expenses Total 

Salaries and personnel costs   0,00 181.906,34 1.355.245,99 0,00 1.537.152,33 

Fees and expenses third  40.062,47 183.111,28 159.121,50 0,00 382.295,25 

Facilities third  0,00 68.927,89 267.399,71 0,00 336.327,60 

Taxes end duties 0,00 5.589,67 3.702,70 0,00 9.292,37 

Miscellaneous expenses  19.248,09 114.406,06 371.546,95 0,00 505.201,10 

Interest and related expenses  0,00 0,00 0,00 67.482,92 67.482,92 

Depreciation 0,00 14.602,70 170.388,07 0,00 184.990,77 

Amortization of intangible 0,00 1.500,31 18.780,31 0,00 20.280,62 

Provisions  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Inventories Cost 10.474.926,80 0,00 0,00 0,00 10.474.926,80 

Total 10.534.237,36 570.044,25 2.346.185,23 67.482,92 13.517.949,76 



 

 

Period 01.01.05 to 31.12.05      

Expenditure type  
Cost of 

sales 
Administration 

Expenses Disposal costs 
Financial 

Expenses Total 
Salaries and personnel costs  0,00  172.991,51 1.150.790,70 0,00  1.323.782,21 

Fees and expenses third  39.600,00  186.680,50 156.400,97 0,00  382.681,47 

Facilities third 0,00  83.725,29 200.895,06 0,00  284.620,35 

Taxes end duties  0,00  4.737,01 2.913,00 0,00  7.650,01 

Miscellaneous expenses  15.706,99  141.239,62 438.768,21 0,00  595.714,82 

Interest and related expenses  0,00  0,00 0,00 55.997,56  55.997,56 

Tangible assets epreciation 0,00  33.530,81 157.629,66 0,00  191.160,47 

Intangible amortization  0,00  1.544,33 14.525,20 0,00  16.069,53 

Inventories Costs  9.894.306,81  0,00 0,00 0,00  9.894.306,81 

Total 9.949.613,80  624.449,07 2.121.922,80 55.997,56  12.751.983,23 

 
18. Income tax  
Below is analyzed the income tax of the period 01.01.06 to 31.12.06 and 01.01.05 to 31.12.05. 

            Balance 

Description                                               31.12.06                       31.12.05 
Income tax                                             492.065,29                   425.874,23 

Forecasts and various liabilities               60.000,00                     80.375,00                                             

Deferred Tax                                            30.616,59                     65.000,85 

Total                                                      582.681,88                   571.250,08 
 

The tax on profits before tax differs from the theoretical amount that would arise using the weighted average 

rate of tax. The difference is as follows:  
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                                                                       Balance 
                                                                            31.12.06                          31.12.05 
Earning before tax                                          1.792.134,91                   1.508.003,11 

Tax rate                                                                        0,29                                 0,32 

Expected tax expense                                       519.719,10                      482.561,00 

Other taxes and differences  

of previous years                                                          0,00                        80.375,00 

Adjustments of deferred tax  

due to change of tax rate            2.962,76                          6.798,24 

Tax on various accounting                                            0,00                         1.515,84 

Provisions for taxes differences                           60.000,00                                0,00 

Taxes period                                                      582.681,88                     571.250,08 
 

  

19. Dividend per share.  
The dividend paid during the year 2006 concerned the use 01.01.05 to 31.12.05 

amounted to € 437.500,00. The dividend per share was 0.07 euros.  

 

 
20. Earnings per share  
Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the profit attributable to the 

company’s shareholders via the weighted average of the common shares during the  

fiscal period. The weighted average number of common shares is equal to the 

number of common shares.  

Earnings per share are detailed as follows: 

                                                    Balance 
                                                          31.12.06                    31.12.05 

Profit attributable or corresponding?  

to shareholders                                            1.209.453,02               936.753,03 

Weighted average number of shares          7.500.000,00             7.500.000,00 

Basic earnings per share                                        0,16                           0,12 
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21. Contingent liabilities  
The Company has not granted bank letters of guarantee under its normal activities.  

 
22. Company transactions with affiliated parties  
There are no participations in subsidiaries or associates within the meaning of IAS 24 

and the financial statements are not included in the consolidation of other companies. 

Transactions between related parties within the meaning of IAS 24 are as follows:  

 

Benefits towards the company’s Management and executives within the meaning of 

IAS 24  

 

                                                                                 31.12.2006             31.12.2005 
Transactions and remuneration of senior  

executives and BoD members                  401.244,82             383.051,22 

Receivables from executives and BoD members        0,00                         0,00 

Liabilities towards senior executives  

and BoD members                                                      0,00                         0,00 

                                                                                          
23. Events after the balance sheet date 
In addition to the already incidents, there are no subsequent financial statements, 

related to the Company, to be disclosed  according to the International Accounting 

Standards (IAS). 

 

24. Existing mortgages 
There are no mortgages on the company's fixed assets.  

 
25. Unaudited fiscal year 
 

The company has been tax audited until the year 2004 and  fiscal years 2005-2006 

are unaudited. The tax provision for the above two unaudited fiscal years amounting 

to € 60,000.  

 
26. Number of employees  
The number of employed staff in the 31/12/06 amounts to 52 people (31/12/2005 50 

people).  
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27. Leases  

Commitments from operating leases - as tenant  

The company has signed operating leases cars. Future total rents payable in 

accordance with the relevant contracts are as follows:  

 

YEAR                        EURO 
2007                 101.790,56 

2008                   70.367,84 

2009                   46.182,90 

2010                   21.683,95 

2011                     1.874,96 

TOTAL              241.900,21 
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